
Gujarat National Law University (GNLU), located in
Gujarat, India, was established by the Government of
Gujarat under the Gujarat National Law University Act,
2003 and is recognized by the Bar Council of India
(BCI) and University Grants Commission (UGC). GNLU
is a comprehensive, student-centric, multidisciplinary
and research-focused University, dedicated to
building an environment enabling critical thinking on
fundamental legal issues. It offers (1) B.A., LL.B. (Hon.),
(2) B.Sc. LL.B. (Hon.), (3) B.Com. LL.B. (Hon.), (4) B.B.A.,
LL.B. (Hon.), (5) B.S.W. LL.B, (6) LL.M. and (7) Ph.D. in
law and allied subjects apart from other
certificate/diploma courses. GNLU was ranked 7th in
the ranking issued by the National Institutional
Ranking Framework (NIRF) of the Government of
India, in 2023. GNLU has also been awarded "A"
Grade by the National Assessment and Accreditation
Council (NAAC) and ranked number 1 in Gujarat with
5 stars by the Gujarat State Institutional Ranking
Framework in 2022. GNLU is committed to excellence
in teaching, research and holistic development of the
student and staff. It aims to develop a sense of
responsibility among the students and research
scholars to serve society with the help and in the field
of law by developing skills with regard to advocacy,
legal service, legislation, law reforms and the like. It
aims to promote legal knowledge and to make law
and the legal process efficient instruments of social
development and social justice.

GNLU established Centre for Law and Technology
which  strives to keep its stakeholders abreast with
the developments in either of the fields and ensure
providing a platform for the creation of the
academic blend of science and law by raising
awareness, holding capacity building programs not
limiting to conferences, quizzes, and talks, at the
University, ultimately enhancing the acumen and
quality of research at regional, national and
international levels. This will, in turn, help build
responsible future legal professionals acquainted
with the convergence of the science enabling them
to contribute not only to the legal systems of India
but of the world, at large and in general to the
society, effectively as per the need of the hour.

About GNLU Centre for Law and Technology

Key concepts related to AI, NLP, LLM, ML, and IoT.
Functioning of AI systems and their applications in
the legal domain and Introduction to legal tech
products.
Utilization of various AI tools for academic and
legal research.
Ethical implications and limitations of AI
technologies.
Global Round up of Laws governing AI and its
usage.
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  Online Short-Term (1 Credit)Online Short-Term (1 Credit)  
Certificate Course onCertificate Course on  

Sohini Shrivastav
Founder

    REGISTRATION FEE:REGISTRATION FEE:
RS. 1180/-RS. 1180/- (Incl. GST)

Payment Link

Last Date of Registration: August 10, 2023

(August, 2023)

Lexo LearningLexo Learning

Resource Person

Broad Areas To Be Covered

Course Schedule
16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26 August, 2023

Two Hours (2 hr.) each day from  03:15 pm -
05:15 pm IST.
Certificate will be issued to participants only
on securing 85% attendance per session
(with / without evaluation - MCQ TEST). gclt@gnlu.ac.in / tmathew@gnlu.ac.in

For more details Click Here

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc7N0VJzSxal8PCEMKWY-6FZn-fV439w3Z3RAFpY-UGvj-cNQ/viewform
https://gnlu.servergi.com:8071/SIMWEBGNLU/Utilities/opendataform
mailto:gclt@gnlu.ac.in
mailto:tmathew@gnlu.ac.in
https://gnlu.ac.in/Centre-for-Law-and-Technology/Home

